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Affiliate Director 2.0 The "All Inclusive" Simple To Use System For Becoming A True Super Affiliate In

Less Time, & With Less Effort Than Ever Thought Possible - For A Mere Pennies A Day Join The Big

Leagues And Start Making A Bundle Without Even Having A Product Of Your Own! Sure, Being An

Affiliate Marketer SOUNDS Cool But Have You Actually Made Any Money Doing It? Does the prospect of

being able to make big time cash on the Internet without even having a product sound good to you?

Would you like to make money simply sending traffic to someone else's website while letting them do all

the hard work? Maybe you'd just like to make a little bit of extra dough on the side to supplement your

income. Whatever your situation might be, you are in for a real treat when you see what's available to you

right now in my new... Affiliate Director 2.0 Your Complete Super Affiliate Control Center Dear Friend, If

you are at all interested in affiliate marketing and want a way to break into profit easily and with a bang,

you are certainly at the right place. There's no question that you've heard about all of the money that

"other people" have made promoting other people's products on the Internet. It's an extremely enticing

thing even to think about. After all, who doesn't want to make a boat load of money by selling a product

that isn't even their own? We all want to! Best of all, there are so many digital products out there that offer
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high commission that you can make more than the product creator in most cases! That's right! The

standard in affiliate commission for most digitally delivered products is 50 of the profit and up. That means

that after the cost of credit card processing that you actually get MORE of the profit than the creator of the

product. And that doesn't even factor in the fact that the product creator is solely responsible for hosting

charges to deliver and maintain the product, support to the customer and updating the product! Being an

affiliate is one heck of a deal as I'm sure that you'll agree! But there has been a problem for people like

you and I that want to become big time affiliates and make big money online. Actually it's more like... The

7 Affiliate Marketing Kisses Of Death... Kiss Of Death #1 - Nasty URL's You know exactly what I'm talking

about. Those long, disgusting looking URL's that scream "All I care about is the money". These might jog

your memory a little bit... hop.clickbank.net/xxxx/xxxx Or here's one that might make you gag...

xxxxxxx.com/t.cgi/767631 Now, do those kind of links really make you want to click on a link? We all

know that is just a tracking code and the only reason that the person is asking you to go there is to make

money off of you. Now you can turn This: hop.clickbank.net/?xxxx/xxxx Into This:

xxxxxxxxxx.com/a/plrtips Or This: xxxxxxxxxx.com/t.cgi/767631 Into This:

xxxxxxxxxxx.com/a/InternetMarketing Kiss Of Death #2 - Not Measuring Your Traffic Most "would be"

affiliates out there never even think to measure how many hits that they are sending to a particular

affiliate site. This can mean sudden death when it comes to spending money to send traffic to a website!

The best affiliates in the business know exactly what's going on in terms of how much traffic they are

sending to an affiliate site. You better follow in their footsteps if you don't want to lose your butt in wasted

advertising dollars right out of the gate! Kiss Of Death #3 - Lack Of Centralization Of Your Affiliate

Program Information This is one of the major reasons that most people don't make more money when

promoting affiliate programs online. They don't have the information for all of their affiliate programs in

one place. If you don't have your login URL's, your usernames and passwords all in one central place, it's

very hard (sometimes impossible) to find them. It's vital that you centralize all of your affiliate data if you

want to be able to access everything quickly. Let's face it, we all know that if we can't easily find an

affiliate programs login information, we just aren't going to spend the tons of time it takes to search for the

affiliate site, find a login page, locate the lost password and username feature, reset our password, login

and change our password again, etc... That means less money! Kiss Of Death #4 - Losing Money By Not

Conversion Crunching If Kiss Of Death #2 wasn't bad enough, if you aren't tracking how many people buy



and checking your conversion rate, you could be sending traffic to a dead duck! Do you really want to

send all of YOUR valuable traffic to a site that ISN'T converting them into visitors? I'm willing to bet that

you don't but the truth is, most affiliate marketers totally kill their chance at success by not tracking

conversions! This one simple tactic can make you or break you! Kiss Of Death #5 - Letting Other People

SEE & REPLACE Your Affiliate ID!!! This is probably the biggest affiliate marketing epidemic to hit the

market since online affiliate marketing was introduced. It's called commission hijacking! What this means

is a "would be" customer (a visitor you sent to a site through your affiliate link) sees that an affiliate ID is

present in the URL and then replaces it with their own! That means that you don't get paid a cent and

THEY get the commission their own purchase screwing you and getting the product for half price. This Is

Your Affiliate Link: hop.clickbank.net/?xxxx/xxxx This Is Your HIJACKED Affiliate Link:

hop.clickbank.net/?xxxx/xxxx What a rip! That is why you need to be using this AD2 Link:

xxxxxxxxx.com/a/plrtips If you aren't preventing this, you could very well be losing upwards of 35 of your

total affiliate sales! Yikes! Kiss Of Death #6 - Not Having "At A Glance" Monthly & Yearly Statistics To

Quickly Look At On top of tracking your visitors and your traffic you also need to be able to spot trends.

Most people in affiliate marketing don't even care about trends but the very few that do are the ones that

you see consistently at the top of the affiliate contests leader boards and making hundreds of thousands

of dollars a year without their own product. This is something that takes you from "little $1,000 a month

Sal (or Sally)" to "big time $25,000 a month Chris (or Christina). Kiss Of Death #7 - Jumping Into The

Affiliate Marketing Game Blind Without A Plan This is probably the single biggest factor that kills any

chance a potential affiliate has of seeing success out there. There are enough pitfalls (as you can see

from the examples above) out there to hold you back without a proper start holding you back from even

getting moving. You absolutely need to have a system you can follow, even if it's just a simple one that

lays out exactly what you need to do to get started. Life After The 7 Kisses Of Death... After weighing all

of things above, the outlook for you becoming a successful affiliate marketer seems pretty grim doesn't it?

Well, what if I told you that you could have all of the tools and resources you need to beat the problems

above plus so much more at your finger tips WITHOUT being a computer whiz, without having a bunch of

money and without having to deal with a bunch of complicated mess? You can through the new Affiliate

Director 2.0! Create Unlimited Affiliate Profits Using The Brand New Affiliate Director 2.0 System And

Become A Flashy, "Big Wig" Super Affiliate! Affiliate Director 2.0 Saves You Tons Of Time, Money &



Frustration! You're going to get... Robust software that runs behind the scenes on your website to help

you beat commission thieves and make up to 35 more money from the same traffic! An integrated

centralization module that keeps all of your affiliate information at your finger tips! Graphic traffic stats that

make it easy to check how your promotion is doing in just a few seconds! A step by step blueprint to

making money as an affiliate marketer even if you've never done it before! The Affiliate Director 2.0

system is so jam packed with tools, information and software that is going to help you make money, you'll

wonder how you could ever do without it. All you have to do is plug this baby in and get started and you're

well on your way to making big money as the next big super affiliate! Just imagine... Could you use an

extra thousand bucks a month? Maybe an extra $5,000? Don't you want to create a better life for yourself

and your family? Can I Really Become A Super Affiliate Without Spending A Fortune & Without Being An

Expert? You Better Believe You Can! Unlike the hundreds of other eBooks, courses, advertising

programs and videos out there, The Affiliate Director 2.0 System is a drop dead easy system to follow. In

fact, nothing is left to chance. We show you step by step systems for implementing everything so that you

just follow the steps and start making money. No matter what your experience level is, you can make a

ton of cash from the increase in your traffic just by following The Affiliate Director 2.0 System system. Talk

about a streamlined setup! If you've ever been fed up with all the hype, overpriced advertising and

garbage results, The Affiliate Director System is exactly what you've been waiting for. You get so much

information in this tightly written eManual! What Are Some Of The Key Features In The Affiliate Director

2.0 System? Just take a look at a few of the awesome things you get... Detailed Affiliate Intelligence - You

are going to be able to see exactly how much traffic you are sending to any link while tracking sales,

conversion and tons of other things at a glance. Best of all you can make "pretty URL's" out of those old

ugly affiliate URL's as well as stop commission thieves dead in their tracks! A Centralized "Clutter Free"

Affiliate Module - This is probably this biggest life and time save an affiliate marketer could ever have.

You will easily be able to locate your affiliate login URL's, usernames, passwords, affiliate program owner

contact information all at the click of a button WITH your affiliate URL's! Talk about easy! Full Training

Manual Included - To top everything off you are going to get a manual that is going to get you started fast

as an affiliate marketer even if you've never promoted anything as an affiliate before. You even get super

fast tutorials on how to use the software! I'm sure you can see the power of this awesome package. Are

you ready to finally take control of your financial destiny and get your online business really rolling and



making money? The invaluable information in The Affiliate Director 2.0 System is so extensive, powerful

and revealing, but still easy to understand, that you are going to be totally pumped about wanting start

applying what you've learned to your business immediately! Everything you need to know is laid out

clearly so that even a total newbie can make money online with amazing speed. You don't have to be a

PPC or SEO expert! You deserve to have all the success, sales and customers that you could every

dream of.
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